SETS, TELEPHONE—Continued
250 Type Telephone Sets
Wiring Diagram

NOTES:
1. WHEN SHIPPED FROM FACTORY ALL 250 TYPE TELEPHONE SETS ARE CONNECTED FOR ANTI-SIDETONE COMMON BATTERY SERVICE AS SHOWN. FOR OTHER SERVICE RECONNECT IN ACCORDANCE WITH DIAGRAMS BELOW.
2. 250A/M TELEPHONE SET EQUIPPED WITH APPARATUS BLANK.
3. 250B/M TELEPHONE SET EQUIPPED WITH DIAL AS SHOWN IN FIG. 1A.
4. WHEN FILTER IS USED BROWN-YELLOW LEAD SMALL BE CONNECTED TO TERMINAL ON FILTER AS INDICATED.
5. THE FOLLOWING CHANGES SHOULD BE MADE TO THE INTERNAL WIRING OF THE 250 TELEPHONE SET WHEN CONVERTING FROM FIG. 1 TO FIG. 5.
   REMOVE WHITE LEAD OF HANDSET CORD FROM WBB AND CONNECT TO SR
   REMOVE RED LEAD OF HANDSET CORD FROM SR AND CONNECT TO WBB
   REMOVE BLACK LEAD OF HANDSET MTG CORD FROM Y-BK AND CONNECT TO WBB.

Method of Connecting 250 Type Telephone Set to Subscriber Sets